Cyprus has always been related and engaged in marine activities. This means that Cypriots couldn’t miss being involved in fishing. Fresh fish and seafood have always been part of Cypriots’ Mediterranean diet.

That is the reason that there is an array of fish taverns and restaurants in every coastal town; as devotees wanted to share their love for fresh fish by creating a place that they could put their own personal touch on and that would harmoniously suit the pleasure of exchanging conversation with good fish ‘meze’.

The catch of the day is daily supplied by local fishermen to taverns. Owners with long years of experience will selectively choose fresh fish to be served to customers. Besides, the reputation of a tavern is dependent on the quality and freshness of the dishes to be served. Big fish like sea bass, octopus and squid is usually marinated, then grilled and finally garnished with fresh herbs. Smaller types of fish are usually deep fried.

Our Fish night-out will be held in a traditional well-known fish tavern. We will be transferred by coach to a family-run tavern; exemplary of the traditional ‘marine’ environment and décor which characterizes such taverns.

The staff will make sure that a full range of fish dishes such as grilled bream, fried whitebait, red snapper and mullet, as well a great selection of fresh seafood like squid, octopus and mussels are to be served generously for you to relish. Apart from the main fish ‘meze’ (assortment of dishes) you will be offered to taste several side dishes such as fish roe, tahini and beetroot and other specialties.

Fish meze is always served with local dry wine or ‘ouzo’ (Greek spirit). A good companion to all the above is festive Greek music which is blended with the soft sound of the waves.

**Participation fee is inclusive of:**

Meze dinner comprising of a large variety of dishes, local wine, beer, water and soft drinks, transfers in luxurious fully air-conditioned coaches, all taxes and V.A.T. (currently at 19%), escort throughout, organization and assistance by Easy Conferences.